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SAN FRANCISCO: YouTube on Tuesday announced
ramped-up rules regarding when it will run ads with
videos as it scrambled to quell concerns by brands
about being paired with troublesome content. “There’s
no denying 2017 was a difficult year, with several issues
affecting our community and our advertising partners,”
YouTube vice president of display, video and analytics
Paul Muret said in a blog post. “The challenges we
faced in 2017 have helped us make tough but necessary
changes in 2018.”

Channels at YouTube will need to have at least
1,000 subscribers and 4,000 hours of watch time with-
in the past year to be eligible for ads, according to
Muret. Previously, channels could be eligible for ads as
part of a YouTube Partner Program by racking up
10,000 views or more. “We want to take channel size,
audience engagement, and creator behavior into con-
sideration to determine eligibility for ads,” Muret said.

YouTube will closely watch for spam, abuse flags
and other signals to make sure channels are remaining
within the Google-owned video-sharing platforms poli-
cies regarding content, according to the post. Muret
said that manual reviews of video will be added to a
Google Preferred system that brands use to place ads
with popular YouTube content to better vet videos.

YouTube is also providing advertisers simpler con-
trols regarding where ads appear and transparency
including safety checks by outside parties, according to
Muret. The changes were expected to affect “a signifi-
cant number” of YouTube channels eligible to run ads.
YouTube late last year pulled 150,000 videos of chil-
dren after lewd comments about them were posted by
viewers and went public with a vow to greatly increase
the ranks of workers focused on rooting out content
violating its policies.

The moves came as YouTube strived to assure
companies their ads would not appear with offensive
or inappropriate videos. “We are passionate about
protecting our users, advertisers and creators and
making sure YouTube is not a place that can be co-
opted by bad actors,” Muret said. “While we took
several steps last year to protect advertisers from
inappropriate content, we know we need to do more
to ensure that their ads run alongside content that
reflects their values.” — AFP 
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DETROIT: This year’s Detroit Auto Show has unfolded with
the slick precision of a corporate infomercial, filled with
sparkly new offerings, but little of the crackle of something
truly innovative. There were no launches of major new electric
vehicles and no significant news on autonomous cars that
hadn’t come out a week earlier at the Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas.

Instead, the annual Motor City gathering was dominated
by revamps of tried-and-true models, especially pickups and
SUVs that have been the foundation of US car sales in recent
years.  Like many other industries, automakers know now to
show up at CES for the
buzziest discussions about
technology that affects
their sectors.  Critics
question the relevance of
the Detroit show as CES
grabs more attention.

“At Detroit, you see the
cars of yesterday. At Las
Vegas, you get a glimpse
of the cars of tomorrow,”
said Ferdinand
Dudenhoeffer of the
Center for Automotive
Research at the University
of Duisburg-Essen in Germany. Dudenhoeffer said all conven-
tional car shows have lost some of their luster in recent years,
but Detroit is even more diminished than Frankfurt or Tokyo,
in part because so many of the vehicles presented are mas-
sive gas guzzlers that have no overseas market. 

Max Muncey, a spokesman for the Detroit Auto Show,
brushed aside talk that CES has rendered Detroit a has-been,
running through a litany of best-selling US vehicles that were
first introduced in Detroit. “There’s a lot of wasted air that’s
happening down there about technology and products that are
never going to see the light of day,” Muncey said of CES,
adding that there are actually “synergies” between the two
events. “I think discussions there are about five, 10, 15 years out
from making the road,” he said. Technologies discussed in
Detroit are “going to be on vehicles within the next 12 months.” 

Storied history 
The show, officially called the North American

International Auto Show, was originally devised in the 1980s
to boost the US auto industry amid the rise of Japanese and
German imports. The event in those years featured such icon-
ic figures as Lee Iacocca, a legendary executive at both Ford
and Chrysler, and Roger Smith of General Motors. 

In 1989, both Toyota and Nissan chose Detroit to officially
launch their luxury lines, Lexus and Infiniti. The show has also
seen plenty of head-spinning stunts, such as in 2008, when
Dodge unleashed a parade of longhorn cattle and cowboys

through downtown Detroit
to launch a new Dodge Ram
truck.

The 2017 show at the
Cobo Center in downtown
Detroit drew more than
5,000 media members from
61 countries and more than
800,000 visitors from the
general public. Between the
show itself and side events at
hotels and restaurants, it
generated $450 million in
economic impact for Detroit,
according to data from

NAIAS. But longtime observers say the show has lost some
zest, partly because there are few genuine surprises among
vehicle launches.

Bigger priorities 
Adding to that is the diminished importance of the US car

market as other emerging countries have taken to the roads.
The US share of global auto sales was 20 percent in 2017,
down from 35 percent in 2000, according to figures cited by
Dudenhoeffer. CES only became a big priority for auto execs
in the last couple of years as electric cars and autonomous
technology became bigger priorities. Part of the problem for
Detroit is CES’ proximity on the calendar, which can make the
car show seem like an afterthought.

At CES this year, Ford announced a series of projects, such

as a “transportation mobility cloud” that links communication
from a city’s public transit systems, and Mercedes-Benz’ Smart
Vision EQ, a self-driving smart car prototype. Execs from
Toyota, GM and other car companies also made headlines. 

But Detroit defenders say the show remains essential
because it offers access to an unmatched array of industry
executives, suppliers and academics.  Not all the biggest

names present publicly, but many stop through for one-on-
one meetings at the Cobo Center, said Muncey. “At the end of
the day, we have something special here in Detroit and
nobody can take that away from us,” Muncey said, noting the
city’s network of big auto suppliers, manufacturers and
researchers. “We bring in the global CEOs that are really
unparalleled at both a tech side and an industry side.” —AFP
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Iam fortunate in my role to have the
opportunity of speaking with some of
the best Chief Information, Technology,

Security and Digital Officers in our region
- many of whom are trailblazers leading the
charge to redefine their businesses and
industries during a time of unprecedented
change. 

Many of the conversations I have
revolve around how they can use technolo-
gy to do amazing things that we could
barely imagine only a few years ago. As the
new year kicks off, I am particularly excit-
ed to see how quickly things will start to
come together as 2018 is already shaping
up to be a year in which technology will
have a bigger impact than ever before. 

For 30 years connectivity has been at
the heart of everything we do at Cisco -
connecting people and devices securely,
reliably, and with the highest levels of per-
formance. But today, being connected is a
given and has become the new normal. In
2018, we’re taking this to the next level by
helping businesses and organizations get
even more value out of all this connectivity.
So, they can connect even more deeply
with their data, their network, their cus-
tomers and prospects, and with smart
assistants and using any cloud of their
choice - private or public. As we look
towards a new year with all of the oppor-
tunities its presents, here are the top five
technology trends that digital leaders
should invest in for 2018:

1. Put your data to work
Organizations are now collecting more

data in a matter of days than a human brain
could possibly process in a lifetime (or
even several). We’re using artificial intelli-
gence and machine learning to gather and
analyze data from everywhere - with the
goal of helping us make smarter decisions.

We already see this trend in action.
Hospitals can track if doctors and nurses
wash their hands at the right times. Banks
can find and fix issues with their mobile

apps before users have to call in. Museums
can see which attractions people visit most
frequently. The list goes on. In 2018, we
expect to see many more examples of
human imagination pushing the boundaries
of what’s possible.

2. Re-invent how networks work 
For 30 years, networks have worked

pretty much the same way, requiring an IT
army to manage network settings manually.
But this is the year it all changes. We’re
moving away from manual, and we’re shift-
ing to intent.  Think of the network as a car.
Until now, someone had to drive. But an
intent-based network is a self-driving car.
You tell it where to go, and it gets there by
itself. Let’s say you tell your network to
“Set up a new building site.” The network
will automatically set up the machines and
connect them in the right way. And it will
do this securely in milliseconds, rather than
the hours it takes to do it manually. 

3. Automate your virtual assistant
In the present-day world, we need to

prompt virtual assistants to provide us
with the information we seek. The underly-
ing requirement being we have to ask for
the information. But it doesn’t have to
work this way. In 2018, virtual assistants
will be smart enough to figure out what we
need-before we tell them. Picture this: You
walk into a smart meeting room big enough
for six people. The room can tell from your
phone that you have arrived. Behind the
scenes, the video conference tool talks to
your calendar, sees you have a meeting in
two minutes, and starts the call on time.
The room also notices that you are the
only one here, so it raises the temperature
by a few degrees to keep you comfortable.

This is the power of automated assistants -
when all of your tools are able to talk
together in the background to make the
right things happen at the right time. It may
sound somewhat sci-fi, but this is already a
reality. And it will be even more wide-
spread in 2018.

4. Embrace all the clouds
It’s no longer about a journey to the

cloud, singular. It’s about putting your data
and applications where they work best,
and moving them around at will - all whilst
keeping everything secure.  2018 will be
the year you get to store data wherever
you would like, and without compromise.
Adopt a private cloud in your data center.
Pick public clouds from Microsoft,
Amazon, and Google. Or use all of the
above. The more the merrier. Because your
data will be secured, managed, and orches-
trated effectively-whether you’re using one
cloud or one hundred.

5. Embed security in everything
In 2018, we will be able to embed secu-

rity in everything we do. We will be able to

watch how people or things behave, learn
their patterns, and get alerts if something
changes. Imagine an employee named Pam.
Every day, Pam checks her email, uses
video conferencing, and goes to certain
websites. But then one day, Pam tries to
upload files to a server she hasn’t used in
two years. That’s odd. It could mean that
Pam plans to leave the company. And it
looks like she wants to take some of the
data with her. With security embedded in
everything, our systems would notice this
change in behavior right away. And they
could automatically block Pam-and issue
an alert. This helps identify security issues
before they happen. Or at least respond to
breaches more quickly. 

A parting thought
Remember, these trends are connected.

The companies who thrive in the digital era
are the ones who master all five. So, don’t
think of them as separate trends. They are
a digital platform and a foundation for
everything you do. Have a transformative
2018! - Provided by David Meads, Vice
President - Middle East & Africa, Cisco

DETROIT: New models debut at North American International Auto Show. The 2019 Ram Rebel is introduced
during the press preview at the 2018 North American International Auto Show (NAIAS). —AFP 

‘Alien attack’ in 
Tokyo as Space 
Invaders turns 40
TOKYO: Block graphic aliens dropped down the window panes
of a Tokyo skyscraper before being blasted into oblivion by
enthusiastic gamers celebrating 40 years of the arcade sensa-
tion “Space Invaders”. Four decades after the game took the
world by storm, a high-tech exhibition is allowing enthusiasts to
save the world from extra-terrestrial invasion in a variety of
novel ways. Part of the installation sees the game projected
inside the windows of a skyscraper’s 52nd floor, against the glit-
tering backdrop of Tokyo’s night skyline.

Elsewhere at the “Play! Space Invaders!” exhibit, gamers
interact more closely with their alien opponents thanks to
motion-sensor technology that allows them to stamp or hit the
invaders as they approach on the floors or walls. And for those

with a touch of nostalgia, the exhibit also features the traditional
game machines that first tempted players in arcades and pizza
parlours decades ago.

Father of two, Keiji Ishihara, 50, remembers the frenzy that
surrounded the game’s original release when he was 10. “It was
a big shock, a fever swept Tokyo, but boys like me didn’t have
much money to play at the time,” he said, smiling as his son
blasted away an alien. “It’s beyond sci-fi that we can now access
Space Invaders like this!” When the game was released in 1978,
Japan’s tech sector was still in its infancy, creator Tomohiro
Nishikado said.

“At the time, computers were not that well known in Japan so
I learned everything by myself.” “I came up with the characters
and the concept. I did everything on my own.  Looking back, it
is quite impressive... I would say that I am surprised that I man-
aged to achieve this.” Takayuki Taketa, 46, first played the game
in a bowling alley and was involved in the development of its
revival as an art director. 

“It’s fantastic to see the game being played again,” he said, as
electronic bleeps and bloops around him indicated the progress
being made in the war against the aliens. “It makes me so happy
to watch people’s reactions and see them enjoy it after working
on the project.” —AFP 

David Meads, Vice President, Cisco
Middle East and Africa

TOKYO: This photo taken on January 15, 2018 shows Space Invaders GigaMax
video game being displayed on the windows of the Roppongi Hills observatory,
Tokyo City View during a Play Space Invaders exhibition. —AFP 


